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RackAccess - KVM Keyboard Drawer

Compact
direct access
up to
16 servers
The RackAccess 8i and 16i is a keyboard drawer with a 15” LCD monitor, PS/2
mouse, 105key keyboard and an integrated 8- or 16 port KVM Switch. All
housed in one rack unit. The integrated SCOUTutp is an efficient KVM Switch
solution for PS/2, USB and SUN servers. Using UTP / STP cable and our server
adaptors reduces the need for expensive cable installation and allows you to
easily change configurations.


Rack mountable keyboard, video, mouse (KVM) console with an
integrated KVM switching system



Contains an LCD colour monitor, keyboard and touch pad mouse



With integrated 8 or 16 port multiplatform kvm switch



The UTP / STP cabling allows the servers to be up to 10m away from the
switch



Cascadable up to 256 computers
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KVM Server Management

RackAccess 8i and 16i
The RackAccess 8i and 16i allows direct access at
the server rack.
RackAccess 8i and 16i is a rack mountable keboard,
video and mouse (KVM) console with an integrated
KVM switching system. This troublefree KVM console
contains an LCD monitor, a standard keyboard, as
well as a touch pad mouse. The KVM drawer occupies
only one rack unit (1U) and therefore conserves
valuable space and energy.

Adapter
UTP cable

The integrated SCOUTutp is an efficient KVM
Switch solution for PS/2, USB and SUN PCs. Using
UTP / STP cable and our PC adaptors reduce the
need for expensive cable installation and allows you
to easily change configurations. If your hardware
changes you can change the adaptor without needing to rewire the rack. Ideal for changing environments.

Product Features

Technical specifications

 Integrated SCOUTutp 8- and 16- Port KVM Switch

 LCD display 15” TFT Active matrix

 Multi-platform, UTP cabling with adaptor for
PS/2, USB or SUN

 Resolution up to 1024 x 768 @ 75 Hz



 Viewing angle 160° horizontal/vertical

Hot key controls (Switch channels using the
pop up menu) or push button

 Programmable scan mode for automatic
sequencing between PCs
 Distance between CPUs and KVM Switch can
be up to 10m by using UTP cabling
 Assign names to individual PCs
 Keyboard layout available in Englisch UK & US,
German, Frensh, Spanish and many others

 Max. 16 million colours (Dithering)
 Keyboard PS/2 compatible
 88key keyboard + 17key numeric keypad, Touch
pad PS/2 compatible with 2 mouse buttons
 Microsoft Intellimouse compatible
 Cascadable to support up to 256 PCs
 Integrated lock for security
 Standard 19” Rack mounting accessories
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3115-108M-xx RackAccess 8i - xx keyboard layout
3115-116M-xx RackAccess 16i
2364-01P SCOUTutp CPU Adaptor PS/2
2364-01S SCOUTutp CPU Adaptor SUN
2364-01U SCOUTutp CPU Adaptor USB
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